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J L MELENCHON CANDIDATE FOR PRESIDENCY CALLS FOR 6TH REPUBLIC
AGAINST AUSTERITY
150 000 PEOPLE GATHERING AT REPUBLIQUE

Paris, Washington DC, 20.03.2017, 20:00 Time

USPA NEWS - Jean-Luc Melenchon called for demonstrating Sunday, between Nation and Bastille in Paris, "against austerity and for
the Sixth Republic." Jean-Luc Melenchon receives 12% of votes, to become President, and is a candidate of extreme left and anti-
system “Rebellious France“� .

THE FIVE KEYS CRITERIA OF THE 6TH REPUBLIC ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Yesterday, it is at the heart of the demonstrations, from place de la Bastille to Republique, in Paris. It is the Sixth Republic, which Jean-
Luc Melenchon claims. The co-president of the Left Front is not the only one to talk about it: the former Minister Arnaud Montebourg
had created the "convention for the Sixth Republic" (C6R) in 2001, and laid down his ideas with the help of Bastien François, now a
member of Europe Ecologie-Les Verts. A few years ago, the former president of the Modem, François Bayrou, also evoked it .... But
what is it exactly about ? If all the partisans of the Sixth Republic do not find themselves in Melenchon's appeal, and each one defends
his own vision of what should replace the current system, common principles prevail:
1- The defenders of the Sixth Republic want an arbitrator, who sets the main lines without being omnipresent ... And who is an ordinary
litigant.
2-The defenders of the Sixth Republic want the government to have more execution manoeuvres.
3 - Establish a "parliamentary system".
4- The defenders of the Sixth Republic want a citizen participation, with the possibility of handing over the mandate of an elected
official, if half of the voters demand it, for example.
5- The defenders of the Sixth Republic want the creation of an Agency independent of the government, data.gov, in charge to put on
line all the information of the public administrations including those relating to the public expenditure, not covered by the secrecy
related to the The interests of national defense, diplomacy, judicial inquiry, privacy ".

Jean Luc Melenchon read a moving text of Victor Hugo calling to defend the "Brothers, miserable, deserted, sacrificed, negroes,
slaves, damned, condemned ..." before an electrified crowd, waving flags from France. He exercised his usual tribal talent to pass the
ideas of "abolishing the privileges of the insolent castes of the monarchy" "to restore power to the people and sovereignty" "to make
those who have seized the presidential power free". It was followed by a crowd shouting “GET OUT OF HERE“ in the middle of the
meeting. This replaced the first slogan of the meeting which was "RESISTANCE".
The meeting of Jean Luc Melenchon was thus a success with the high number of participation (150 000 According to the organisers)
around the Place de la Republique so symbolic and whose emotional charge is still present, as it recalls the recent movements of
"NIGHT DEBUT" "FRENCH OCCUPY“�, ... or thousands of people, had settled on this place of Paris. This movement lasted almost a
year, in 2016 despite attempts to dislodge this peaceful and alternative movement.

See article: http://www.uspa24.com/bericht-7793/english-occupy-street-in-place-republic-paris-for-participative-democracy.html
BENOIT HAMON WANTS TO CREATE A SIX REPUBLIC IN FRANCE AFTER HIS VICTORY
PRIMARY ELECTION OF SOCIAL PARTY - See more at: http://www.newsrama.uspa24.com/bericht-10607/-benoit-hamon-wants-to-
create-a-six-republic-in-france-after-his-victory.html#sthash.0PWWLrDp.dpuf
Jean Luc Melenchon ranked 5th in the pack of the 11 candidates with 12.5% “‹“‹of intention of votes, ex aequo with Benoit Hamon
which tallies him with the same percentage. He has in any case succeeded in his examination of political leader conveying his
message to his militants and sympathisers and retained his great advantage, obvious competitive advantage vis-a-vis his opponents:
It is without a doubt the best speaker the most eloquent candidates of the Presidency 2017.

Article online:
https://www.uspa24.com/bericht-10885/j-l-melenchon-candidate-for-presidency-calls-for-6th-republic-against-austerity.html
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